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“What makes 

TMS a uniquely 

attractive volunteer 

destination for so 

many busy and 

highly-sought-after 

people who resist 

other lures for 

attention?”

“My ‘why’ is to inspire people to do what inspires them so that, together, we can 
change our world for the better.”

—Simon Sinek

 One of the things that I have greatly enjoyed during my decades with TMS is the quality, 
passion, and commitment of our volunteer members—those generations upon generations of 
accomplished individuals working tirelessly to make the world, in general, and the materials 
world, in particular, a better place. TMS volunteers regularly give—with no expectation of 
personal return—precious time and energy, world-class intellect and problem-solving skills, 

within the Society are ascribable to the purposefulness and altruism of our volunteers. 
 What makes TMS a uniquely attractive volunteer destination for so many busy and 
highly-sought-after people who resist other lures for attention? If we have thousands of 
volunteers, then we have thousands of answers. That does not mean that the answers are 
absent commonalities. If you ask enough people, certain themes emerge. I know this as I was 
just party to a strategic planning exercise by Society leadership that gave insight into what 

scan, I sounded our TMS committee chairs with the question: “What one aspect of TMS do 

1. Our grassroots or bottom-up construct of volunteer engagement.
 The quality of TMS meetings, especially the TMS Annual Meeting and Exhibition.
2. 

the Society.
3. The global membership network that ranges from sages and elite professionals to 

students across all materials interests.
 Our efforts to robustly engage industry to maintain a balance of industry-university-

government participation.
 Our efforts to meaningfully engage the international community.
4. Our efforts and leadership in advocating for materials and manufacturing innovation and 

the Materials Genome Initiative.
 The rigor of the Society to employ a meaningful strategic plan.
5. Our efforts to create a community focus on materials in energy. 

The division and committee structure that drives our technical activity.
 Knowing what one does well is an important aspect of strategic planning. More important 
is knowing where you can improve. As such, the same survey group was asked for items to 
change about TMS. The most frequently cited themes? Expand our coverage areas and the 

 What is to become of all of these inputs beyond serving as grist for my monthly editorial? 
The volunteers of the TMS Board of Directors will use them in deliberations to update the 
current 2018 TMS Strategic Plan with a new set of goals and tactics so that we can continue to 
be guided by our aspirations and measured by our results. You can be sure that we’ll cover the 
new plan in an upcoming JOM.  
 Whether your interests rest in serving on a technical committee, on an organizing committee, 
as a JOM

page designed to help TMS members overcome the activation barrier of becoming a volunteer. 
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	in the final analysis



